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About This Game

An Historical Point & click Adventure for the whole family

Genoa, 1298. Author Rustichello da Pisa shared his cell with a Venetian captain who spoke of a thousand and one fabulous
lands. As a writer, Rustichello could not remain indifferent to the snippets of fabulous stories told by his new friend. He

managed to convince him to tell his life story. And that is how Marco Polo, back from 25 years of traveling, began recounting
his adventures. From his Genoa prison, the Venetian explorer remembers his travels: Venice, Acre, Jerusalem, Armenia, the

Himalayas, all the way to the palace of great Kublai Khan.

Features

Travel through wonderful lands

Meet Historical figures

Solve many different riddles

Let you embark in this story of love and friendship

Enjoy the original musics of Pierre Estève (Atlantis, The Black Moon Chronicles...)
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Short but sweet. Only buy if it's on a sale.. A quick, casual game that follows the tales of Marco Polo. The games are interesting,
the tale is informative, and the art is... nice.

Would recommend.. Nice game. Remind me 'Ween The prophecy' and the good old times of clic based adventure games, with a
bit of 'search the item' style of games. Nice ambiance and arts.

To the guy who feel it's too short: at this price, i wouldn't expect the game to have 30 hours of gameplay. And if you take time
to search instead of using help, it may be more interesting and with a longer play time it think :)

Thanks for this nice journey !. It's a nice format with a mix of tasks, but the whole game can be played in an hour or so, with no
variation. Not worth the money.. Perfect. Captivating atmosphere. Simple and fun. Only wish it was longer.. Could have and
should have been better technically, graphically and story.. Where is the vial that is part of the scene in the church!. Way too
short, easy puzzles, and silly storyline.. It's just fine. Entertaining, with not very difficult puzzles, but it's a very short game..
TL\/DR
This is a good game for:

People that love point and click games

People that want to love point and click, but are not good at them

People interesting in the subject of Marco Polo or the Silk Road
LONGER

This is a well-designed and executed point and click game. I am NOT GOOD at point and click games but in this one,
there is just enough logic in each sequence to figure it out. The in-game help system is also well designed.

The in-game help system is well thought out, and only releases a single clue with each mouse click. So instead of
revealing the entire point and click sequence at once (and ruining that screen), the in-game help just release a single clue
at a time. If you're really stuck then sure reveal the entire sequence, but maybe you figured most of it out except one
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thing.

The puzzles are also reasonable. There is a pattern that can be deduced, and there is a hint with a timer if you can't find
the last one of 'find X pieces of the map'. type puzzles. A few puzzles can also be skipped entirely.

There are a few screens where historical information is shared about technology brought back to the West from China.

As others have mentioned the game is short, but worth it.
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